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Introduction

The problem of extending a continuous map is one of the most important

problems in algebraic topology. Many topologists have contributed for the

solution of this problem. One of the most powerful methods in the extension

problem is the obstruction theory defined first by S. Eilenberg [1] and developed

by many others. N. E. Steenrod worked on the primary obstruction and showed

that there is a strong connection between obstruction theory and cohomology

operations [7X

The main objective of this paper is to establish a certain relation between

higher obstructions and the higher order cohomology operations induced by the

Postnikov invariants in the sense of F. P. Peterson [4]. But this is done only

for the stable range.

1. Obstruction set

By a pair {K, L) we shall mean a connected CW-complex K together with

a subcomplex L C K. Let Kq be a ^-skeleton of K and Kq = KquL. Let f\K9%

-* X (#Ξ>1) be a map from Kq to a topological space X, which is w-simple for

all n>\. Then we define the obstruction cocycle cq+1(f) eZ9+\K9 L; πQ(X))

in a usual fashion, where Zq+1(Ky L; κg(X)) is the (#-f 1)-dimensional group

of cocycles of K modulo L with coefficients in πQ(X) and πQ{X) is the ^-dimen-

sional homotopy group of the space X.

Let /o and fι be maps of Kq to X which agree on Kq~ι, then we can define

a difference cochain dq(ft, /i) e Cq(K, L; πQ{X)) in a usual fashion, where

Cq(Kt L; πQ(X)) is the ^-dimensional cochain group of K modulo L with coef-

ficients in πQ(X). Then the following properties are well known. (Cf. Eilenberg
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[1], Olum [3], Steenrod [7])

(1.1) If /o - ft (i.e. /o and /i are homotopic), then cQ+1(A) - ^

(1.2) cα+1(/) = 0 if and only if f extends over Kqk\

(1.3) &**(/<>, /,) =cflrfl(/o) -c 9 + 1(Λ), where <5 is the coboundary operation.

(1.4) If /o and d e C*(JK; £ πQ(X)) are given, there exists a map fx such that

<**(/o, /i) = A

U.5) dHfo,fι) +dQ(f1,A)=dQ(fo,f2).

(1.6) ^(/o, /i) = 0 if and only if /0 - / x relative to if*""1.

(1.7) If g: (K, L)-+(K', L') is cellular and f : K'q-+X, then g*cQ+1{f)

= c«b+1(fog)9

where g* is an induced cochain map of g.

Let / : KQ -> JY", we define Or

Q(f) for r > <?+1 as a set of all obstruction

cocycles cr(f), where / ' is an extension of / over K1'1. Then O^+2(/) is either

an empty set or a single cohomology class by (1.3) and (1.4). Therefore, we

denote by cq+2(f) the cohomology class Oq

q

γ\f) if / is extendable over Kqγ\

Next we define Z7

q{f) for r> q+l as a set of all cr{f) of an extension

/ ' : Kr~2 -* X of / which is extendable over Kr~ι. Then we have the following

equality.

(1.8) Oq(f) = the set of all cocycles whose cohomology classes belong to Zr

q{f).

Therefore, by (1.2) we have

(1.9) Zq{f) 3 0-cohomology class if and only if / is extendable over Kr.

2. Postnikov system

Let Z ' be a simply connected CW-complex, then there exists a sequence of

fiber spaces βn+i : Xn+i -* Xn in>2) such that

(2.1) X1 and X are of the same homotopy type, where X is the inverse limit

of X»,

(2.2) the fiber of pn+\ '- Xn+i -> Xn is a (πn+i(X'), n+l)-type complex, (i.e.

homotopy groups of the fiber vanish except for the (w + l)-st homotopy group

which is isomorphic to πn+i(X'))

(2.3) πq(πn) = 0 for q > n,

£n+i* nq(Xn+i) ~πQiXn) for Q ̂  )2, and

(2.4) pnvi is an homeomorphism on the w-skeleton of Xϊ+i, and its inverse

over the ^-skeleton of Xn is extendable over the (w-f 1)-skeleton of Xn as a

cross-section.
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The sequence of fiber spaces {(Xn>u Xn, p,u-i)} is by definition the Post-

nikov system in the sense of Moore. (Cf. Moore [2].)

By (2.2) and the classification theorem for fiber spaces with fiber a {x, n)

type space, we obtain a map k*'2 : X» -> K(~n^(X')> n+2) such that the fiber

space (Xn-i, Xn, Pn+\) is equivalent to the induced fiber space of the standard

fiber space over K(πn+i(X')f n-\~2) by k^2, where the standard fiber space over

the Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(πn+1(Xr), >n + 2) is the fiber space whose

total space is contractible. To define the Postnikov invariants, we need a

following well-known lemma.

LEMMA 2.5. π(K9 K(π\ n)) zz Hn(K, τrθ,

ivίiere π(K, Kin1, n)) is a group ivliose elements are homotopy classes of

mappings K-* K(π\ n) with multiplication induced by the group structure of

K(π\ n), and En(K, rJ) is the n-th cohomology group of K with coefficients

in 7r\

By the above lemma we have a unique cohomology class kn*2(X) in

HnJr2{Xn^n^λX')) corresponding to knr2 : Xn -•» K^n-niX'), n + 2). {kHr2{X)}

is by definition the Postnikov invariants of X, and it is known that kH"2{X) is

equal to the primary obstruction of the fiber space {Xn+U Xnt pn+i). (Cf.

Moore [2].)

Let / : Kq -* X' be any map and h : X' -* X be an homotopy equivalence

given in (2.1), then it is easy to see that the obstruction for extending / is

equivalent to that for h°f Therefore, we can assume that X1 = X for the

rest of the paper.

Let / : Kq->X be extendable over iΓ'+ 1. Then p'0
Qf: Kq -Xq is extendable

over K since XQ has vanishing homotopy groups rΛX) for i> q, where p'u : .Y

-» XQ is a natural projection. Let F : K -* Z 9 be any extension of p'q ° /. Then

LEMMA 2. 6. c 9 + 2 (/) = F*kη*2(X),

ivhere F* : Hη+2(Xq, π(rri(X)) -* IF+HK, πQ,ΛX)) is the induced homomorphism

of F.

ProoΛ This is an easy consequence of the fact that kQ+2(X) is also the

primary obstruction for the fiber space p\} : X > λ^, and it is equal to the ob-

struction for extending the cross-section as a continuous map for this fiber

space.
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Suppose / : KQ -> X be extendable over Kr+\ r>q, then p'r °f : K« -» Xr

is extendable over K by the same argument above. By Lemma 2.6, we im-

mediately have

LEMMA 2.7. Zr

Q

+2(f) is the set of all F*If+\X)t- where F: K-*Xr is an

extension of p'r ° f : Kq -» Zr.

3. Higher order cohomology operations

We shall give a brief resume of higher order cohomology operations in the

sense of Peterson (for details and proofs see Peterson [4]).

Let {(Xq+i, Xq, pq+ι)} be a Postnikov system, and suppose Xn = K(πn, n).

Consider the following diagram.

K(πQyq) > Xq

iq-
K(πQ-i,q-l)

\pn+2

In+1

) > Xn+i

\pn+l

Xn > Kiπn+u n + 2)

Diagram 1.

where pq : Xq -•* Zβ-i is the fiber map of the Postnikov system, iq : ^(TΓ^, q)-*Xq

is the inclusion map of the fiber into the total space of the fibering XQ -* Xq-u

kQ+2 : Xq-*K(πq+i, q + 2) is the map corresponding to the postnikov invariant

of X, and πq = πq{ X).

Assume that each kq+2(X) is a suspension for the rest of this section.

Applying the functor X -> π(K, X) to the diagram 1, we have the diagram 2,

by using Lemma 2.5.
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Hq(K,πQ) — > π(K,XQ) — — > Hq+2(Kf TΓ«M)

9 Xq-ι) —-—-» IΓ+1(K, πQ)

τr(ϋΓ, X,+i) — - -

Hn(K,πn) — ^ - > Hn+2(K,πn+i)

Diagram 2.

In the above diagram we have the following properties.

(3.1) Each object in the diagram 2 is a group and each map is a homo-

morphism.

(3.2) The sequence

H«(K, πQ) ^% π(K, XQ) -^> π(K, Xq^) ^ H^KK, πq)

is exact.
kn+2

(3.3) Hn(K, πn) —> Hn+2(K, πnn) is the ordinary cohomology operation corre-

sponding to kn+2(X) eHn+2(πn,n, 7rn+i), where Hn+2(πn> n, πn+i) is the (w + 2)-nd

cohomology group of the Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(κn> n) with coefficients

in 7τ«+i.

Let χ£ΞHn(K, πn) be an element such that kn+2(x) = 0. By (3.2) we have an

element y<ΞπiK, Xn\-i) such that βn+i(y) = x. Then kn+z(y) is unique modulo

the image of Hnn{K, πn+i) under the mapping kn+* ° in+ί. We denote by ίkn+3l

the operation ΛΓ -> kn+3(y) modulo Image {kn+* ° in+i).

In the same fashion we define ZkQ+2l from the Kernel (ίkq+1l) into

HQ+2(K, 7ri+i) modulo a certain subgroup LQ+2(kQ"2). Then we have the follow-

ing lemma.

LEMMA 3.4. // x <Ξ Kernel (C^+13), ίΛ «̂ C^+23ΛΓ /S ίAβ ŝ ί o/s// F

where F : K-* XQ is a map such that βn+ι ° * °i><7 ° F = x, and % : K-+ K(πn, n)

is a map corresponding to x^Hn(K, τ:rt).
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The proof of the lemma will follow immediately from the definition of

LEMMA 3.5. x e Kernel ([β^1]) if and only if there exists a map G : K

-* Xq such that pn\-\ ° * * * ° pQ ° G = x where x : K -+ K(πn, n) is a map corre-

sponding to x^Hn(K, πn).

Proof. By Lemma 3.4 we set pq ° G = F, then we immediately have

F*kη+1(X) = 0. The converse is also straight forward.

4. Main theorems

Let X be (n - 1)-connected (wg2). Suppose that its Postnikov invariants

kQί"2(X) are suspensions for q + 2<Lr. Then each bQ+2(X) defines a higher order

cohomology operation ίkQ+2(X)l for q + 2^r. Let bn(X)^Hn(Xy πn(X)) be

the element corresponding to the inverse of the Hurewicz isomorphism, i.e. the

fundamental cohomology class of X.

THEOREM 4.1. Let X, lkη+2(X)l be as above. Let f : Kn -* X be extend-

able over KqYl for n^q^r-2. Then Z%+2(f) is a coset of Hq*\K, πQ+1 (X))

by LQ+2(kq+2{X)), and f*{bn(X)) is in the image of t : Hn(K)-*Hn(Kn)t where

i* is an isomorphism into induced by the injection i : K" -* K. Furthermore,

ί*"1 °f*ibn{X)) is in the Kernel (C^ h l (Z)]), and the following equality holds.

Proof. Since/ is extendable over KQ'rλ (q>n)y f*(bn(X)) is in the image

of £*, and by Lemma 3.5 we have ί*"1 <>f*(bn(X)) G Kernel (ίkQ+1(XΠ). There-

fore, by Lemma 3.4 we have lkQ+2(X)l{i*~ι ° f*(bn(X))} is the set of all

F' ka^2{X), where F : K-> Xq is a map such that pn+i ° * * * ° pQ ° F is an ex-

tension of ί'Λ°/. It is obvious that Zί + 2 (/) coincides with ik^HXΠU*'1 °

/' ;(ύ"(X))} by Lemma 2.7.

Remark. If X is (w -1)-connected (wg:2), then kqΛ"2(X) are suspensions

for ζ?4-2^2w~l.

COROLLARY 4.2. Let Z be (« - 1)-connected I«g3), and / : ΛΓ"->-X" be

extendable over ϋΓ711"1. Then

Proof. Let φ : ~n(X) -* ~*.-iLY) be the pairing induced by composing the
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essential map of S" M to S", then it induces the squaring operation S(f :

Hn(K, πn(X)) -> IΓ"2(K, πn,ΛX)Ί. It is well-known that kn+\X) = Sζ?(bn(X)).

(Cf. J. H. C. Whitehead Γ8J.) Therefore, the corollary is proved.

For the next theorem we need the following diagarm.

X"

' ς r - l

yί2'
Λ. n *- 2 "

Diagram 3.
Xn

The above diagram is constructed as follows.

τ?«4.i : Xnli-* Xn^i is the injection of the fiber JYixii of the fiber space

Pn+i : Xz-i -> X». ^ i υ -* XΆ (s>n + 2) is the induced fiber space of Xs -> Xs-i

by 7?̂ -! : X^-Ί -> X-i, and ^J Xsl) -* Xs is the induced fiber space map. Then

the sequence of fiber spaces {Xs forms the Postnikov system of the

space X[l) which is obtained from X by killing the n-th homotopy group πn{X).

We obtain inductively X{

s

f) by the same constiuction, and the sequence of fiber

spaces {Xίt] -* Zs-i) is the Postnikov system of X{t) which is obtained from

X{t'1] by killing the {n + t-l)-th homotopy group of X{t\

Let ξq : Xη] -> Xq be the composition of the maps T^'S. Then ξt

Q*kη+2(X)

is the Postnikov invariant of X(t\ and it is a suspension as far as kqh2(X) is.

By using the above notations, we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.3. Let f: Ks~ι -* X be extendable over Kq^\ (n<s^q^.2>ι -:-]).
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Let /o, /i : Ks -> X be two extensions off ivhich are extendable over KQ+1. Then

ZΓ 2 (/ 0 ) and ZΓ2(A) are cosets of Hg+2(K, πq+ι(X)) by the subgroup

L9+1{ξs

Q-"*tiι+2(X)), the difference cocycle ds(fo, A) e Kernel CfJlΓAί+1(-X)], and

the following relation holds.

5. Proof of the theorem 4.3

We divide the theorem into two parts.

(IQ,s) L e t / : KS-*X be extendable over KQ+1 (n^s^q^2n-3), then ZΓ 2 (/)

is a coset of Hq*\Ky πQ+1(X)) by the subgroup Lq+2(?q-
n*kq+\X)).

(llQtS) Let / : K8'1 -> X be extendable over if *+1 (w ^ s ^ ^^2w - 3). Let/o,

fι\K-*X be two extensions of / which are extendable over KQ+1. Then

<f(/o,/i)eE Kernel (E^-Γ^ + 2 (Z)]) and

= z$rn**ph2wid>(fo, A).

.s) by double induction on iq, s) (n^s<q

zr2(/o) - zr

We shall prove (lQtS) and

If s = ήf, ZΓ2(/o) and Z? f2(/i) are single cohomology classes ^ + 2 ( / 0 ) and

/i), and f Γ ^ ^ + 2 ( X ) e ^ + 2 ( X ^ - w ) , πQ+1(X))^Hq+2(πQ(X), q\

Therefore, lξtn*kq+2(XΠ is a usual cohomology operation, and

kQ+2(X)) is the zero group. Therefore, ( ί ^ ) is proved for any q.

We shall prove (I^s) and (II^.s) in two steps.

(A) Assuming (I^.s'), (IV,sΛ for '̂<<7, n^s'^q' and (VsO, (IV& /+i) for s'^s,

we deduce (IVs).

(B) Assuming (V,s0, (IV,S<) for ζ?'<^ n^s'^q1 and (I ί i S,), (ΠβfS/) for s'^5,

we deduce (I ί t S-i).

(V.)
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Step (B)

LEMMA 5.1. LqV\ξs<Γn-1* kq'2{X)) = Image l*s<Γn*kq*2(X)\ where we con-

sider Image Zξs

Q-n*kq+2(XΏ as a union of cosets in HqV2(K, πQ,ΛX)) by

This follows immediately from the definition.

Step (B) follows from (I^.s), (HQ,S), and Lemma 5.1.

Step (A)

By our assumption /0, /j are extendable over KQ+1, therefore, Zi#'f2(/Ό)

= Z f + 2 ( / i ) = 0 for <7'<g. By (Π r , f ) iq'< q) we have GT(/O> Λ> e Kernel

L ^ l Γ ^ ^ ί X ) ] . Next, we shall prove the equality.

We can assume that f(Kn~ι) is a single point without loss of generality.

Let Ko be obtained from K by shrinking Kn~ι to a single point v0. Let /z : K

-> ϋCo be the shrinking map.

Since τr/(Xα) = 0 for i > q, and / 0 is extendable over KQh\ ρ'q ° fo : Kn -+ Xq

is extendable over K. Let F : K -> JY"α be an extension of p'G
 Q fo. Then there

exists a map g : Ko ~> Xq such that g ° k ~ F.

Take a s-cell Jf in the interior of each s-cell σs

t of K except one common

vertex. Let Koy X{

Q

s~n) be a union of Ko and X{q~n) with a single point in com-

mon. We shall construct a map k : / Γ f 2 -> Ko

y X«~n) as follows.

Let fc Ks -> Ko

y Xη~n) be a map such that

(1) β s ί i Γ ^ - i i o h\Ks~\

where ix : ϋC0 -> ϋG>v XηS~n] is the inclusion map,

(2) fe maps a] — Ji homeomorphically onto σj — Vo in ϋf0,

(3) #s maps the boundary of jf to ô in ϋΓ0, and

(4) fc maps (J|, boundary of Δ}) into (X(η~n\ v0) by a map corresponding to

ds(fu A)(σsi) s τrs(Z) « rrs(Z^"w )).

Then cSM-(fe) = δdH(fu /o) - 0. Therefore, ks is extendable over /iC4+1.

Consider the following diagram.
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where Ί, /> are natural projections, and zΊ, *2 are inclusion maps. Then it is

easily seen that

jι ° ks^ ft on Ks

y and

ds{ks, JΊ° fe)=ds(/i,/o>.

Suppose ft? be extendable ober i£ r i"\ r < g. Since

7 r / ( ^ o V X Γ ? ί ) ) ^ ^ ( ^ o ) + 7r/ (Zi s-M )) for I ^ Λ + S - 2 ,

Zζ+2(ks) is decomposed into two terms, i.e. one in coefficients in πr+i(K<>) and

the other in coefficients in πr+i(X{Q~n)) for r<q^2n-3. The first term is

zero since j \ ° £ s : ϋΓs -> K{) is homotopic to ft, and ft is defined over K. By

(Πr.s ) (r < q) we have

Zί+ 2(fc) - Zί+ 2(iΊ o h) = KJ"' f*A r+2

But ZΓ 2 (iι ° fe) - 0, and lξVn:¥krΛX)ld\f^ /i) = 0 by our assumption. There-

fore Zrs+2{ks) = 0 for r < ^, and fc is extendable over IT**1.

Since ^ + l ^ w + s - 2 , Z?+2(fts) = ZΓHj, o fc) +Zf + 2 (Λ ° fc). Z H ^ W

= Z Γ 2 U ) = 0 and Z?+2(y2 ° fc) = 0 because τr 9 +,(X s"Λ )) = 0. Therefore, ZΓ 2 (£ S )

- 0, and ks is extendable over ϋΓα+2.

Let V : KQ+2 -* K*y X{

Q

s~n) be an extension of fc. We shall modify k1 to

^ : KQ*2-» K*yX{tn) so t h a t y ι ° ^ - Λ . Let kWi Kr+1-+ K,y X{tn\ rSq.be

extension of ks such that yΊ ° ^r+i ̂  ft on JRLΓ+1, and y2 ° ^r+i ~ h ° *'• Then it

is clear that # +i is extendable over KrAr2. Let k"+2 be an extension of k'r+1 over

ϋfr+2. There exists a map # + 2 : K
r+*-» K*y X(

q

s-n) such that rfΓ+2(*;+2, *^+2)

= iι*dr+2(j\ ° k", ft) +i2*dr1~2(j2 ° kr+2, ji ° ft'), where ίΊ* (resp. /2*) is induced

by the coefficients homomorphism *Ί* : 7Γr+2(iίo) -* 7Γr+2(iΓov Xq~n)) (resp. 1*2* :

TZr^ΛXa'™) -> 7rr+2(ΛΓovXs"Λ))). Then it is clear by the simple calculation of

the difference cochain that jι ° kW2 ~ h and j* ° k'n-2 ̂  h ° k1 on Kr+2. There-

fore, finally we have the desired map k : KQ+2 -> KQ

y X{

η

s~n) such that /ι ° ft^- ft.

Then we have the following properties.

(5.1) 7 i ° f t- f t

(5.2) (/2 o Λ ) V ( X Γ W ) ) = ί*rfs(/i, /o),

where b\X'q~n]) e //siXq~n\ πΛX)) is the fundamental cohomology class and
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Γ: : HS(K) -> H*{KqY2) is the induced homomorphism by the inclusion i : Kq

(5.2) follows from the fact that k is an extension of ks.

Consider the following diagram.

where G\K0=g and G\X{

q

s'n) =<

Then we have the following properties.

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

G ° i\ ° h = F

G +s-n
° ll^ζq .

(5.5) follows from (5.1).

By the same argument used in the beginning of this section pq° f\ K*

is extendable over K. Let F' be an extension of p'Q °/i. Then

ds(G o k, Ff) - ds(G o k, F) + <f (F, FO

G° k~*F' on iί6.

Therefore,

(5.6)

By Lemma 2.6,

By (5.6) we have i*cQ+2(fi) and (G° k)*kQ+2(X) belong to the same obstruc-

tion set Z Γ 2 ( / i l ^ ^ 2 ) =ί*Z?+ ί(/j). Therefore, by 15.3), (5.5), and (5.4)

, and

ί*(ZΓ2ί/o) - ZΓ2(/i)) - (G o

= - ( ; 2
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On the other hand, ξs

q-
n*kq*\X) e lξs

q-^kη+\X)~]b\Xitm) by definition. There-

fore, by (5.2)

ι*(zΓ2(/o) -z? + 1 (/i)) = - O» ° ft)*KS-

Since ί* is an isomorphism into, we have the desired equality, i.e.

6. Supplementary result

THEOREM 6.1. Let X be 2-connected CW-complex. Let f : KQ~ι -» X be a

map (q^2) which is extendable over Kp+1. Let fo and /i #£ fw/o extensions off

over KQ ivhich are extendable over Kq+1. Then

S^2 : ^ ( ϋ ί , πQ(X)) -> H9+\K, πQ+i(X)) is the squaring operation.

Proof. With a little modification of the proof of Theorem 4.3, we can

prove

cQ+\fo) ~cQ+2(fi) = Zξ*Q-**k9+\X)ld*(fo9 A).

ξt3*kq+2(X) belongs to HQ+2(X(

Q

q's), πQ+x(X)) and X is 2-connected. Therefore,

X{q~Z) has only one non vanishing homotopy group πQ(X) in dimension q, and

ξq

Q'B*kq+2(X) is the Eilenberg-MacLane invariant of the space X{

Q\~ι\ which has

two non-vanishing homotopy groups in dimensions q and q -f l. Therefore, it

is well-known that

i.e.
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